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1. Introduction
The model of program synthesis studied below '\"a5 essentially introduced in
[8] and presented recursion theoretically in [3]. Herein we will consider pro-
gram synthesis as performed by an inductivB inf(JTeTLce machine (abbreviated:
lIM) which is an algorithmic device with no a priori bounds on hov{ much time or
memory resource it shall use, which lakes as its input the graph of a function
from N (the natural numbers) into N an ordered pair at a time (in any order),
and which from time to time. as it is receiving its input. outputs computer pro-
grams. llMs also serve as a model of the process by wbich an empirical scientist
may algorithmically analyize a sequence of experimental results and conjecture
an explanation of the phenomenon under investigation [6]. Due to the relevance
to the philosophy of science. IlMs have. in one form or another. been studied for
many years with and without mathematical rigor [1].
The results of [6] are extended to cover the case of program· synthesis by
finite collections of .1IMs. Our motivation is three fold. First of all, we are
interested in parallel computation. In the case of Turing machine computations.
the introduction of parallelism does not enlarge the set of computable functions .
•
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We view program synthesis as a potentially infinite process of learning by exam-
ple. As such. IIMs are performing limiting computations. The results presented
below indicate, in a very strong sense, that n+llIMs are capable of synthesizing
programs for a strictly larger class of functions than can only n lIMs. We exam-
ine the tradeotrs between the number of IlMs used to synthesis a program and
the proximity to complete correctness achieved by the synthesized program.
Although more machines can ah\'ays be employed to synthesize more accurate
programs, increased error tolerance cannot be substituted for the lack of
machines.
We are interested in developing a theory of algorithmic learning. By study-
ing I1Ms we are investigating the class of all algorithms which learn by example.
The contribution towards this goal reported below is the precise description of
the tradeofIs in learning power between the number of machines, the number of
learning trials allowed, and the accuracy of the synthesized program. The
definiti.on of team learning (to be given precisely below) states that a program
has been successfully synthesized by the team if there is an lIM in the team
capable of successfully synthesizing the program. Despite our inability to deter-
mine which lIM in the team is successfully inferring a given function, there are
situations where our notion of team learning is practical. Here is an example.
Suppose we wish to send a collection of rohots to investigate an alien planet.
Each robot is equipped with identical data gathering and transmission equip-
ment. The rohots are distinguished by the partiCUlar learning program used as
a subroutine to analyze the data collected to infer a program which is then used
to predict events in the alien environment. It is plausible that a robot which
successfully infers a reasonably accurate prediction program has a better
chance of surviving when faced with a new situation which may be fatal to its
existence (landslide. flood. etc.) than does a robot which is using a program
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which almost always makes inaccurate predictions. We are concerned in partic-
ular "with how many robots to send based on which criteria we use to determine
successful inference of a prediction program. Jt will be. shown that, in general.
the larger the collection of suitably chosen robots we send, the larger the class
of phenomena that can be correctly identified. Hence. it is reasonable to con-
clude that sending a larger suitably chosen collection Df robots \'I'ilt inerease the
chances that at least one will survive to send back data.
A synthesized program is an explanation of the function input to the IIM in
the sense that it can be used to predict the behavior of the function on argu-
ments nol yet seen by the lIM. An empirical scientist performs a series of
experiments, records the corresponding results and conjectures an explanation
of the phenomenon under investigation. The philosophers of science developed
and studied various models of the scientific method. The first use of some of the
recursion theoretic techniques that we use below applied to problems in induc-
tive in~erence appears in [18]. However, in their study of the scientific method,
the philosophers seem to regard a scientific community as a unified whole.
Indeed, when several researchers are investigating the same phenomenon the
results of every experiment are eventually known to all the researchers. Often
there is no consensus on the proper explanation of the phenomenon under inves-
tigation. The theory presented below provides a model of the scientific method
admitting several, possibly contradictory, opinions as to an explanation of some
phenomenon. The applicability of our results to the philosophy of science may
be slightly tenuous as we will regard an inference successful as soon as one
scientist has found the correct explanation, regardless of the acceptance or
rejection of the explanation by bis or her colleagues.
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2. Background and Notation
In this section we state several notational conventions. make some prelim-
inary definitions. and review some results 'which are needed lat~r on. Generally
e and letters from the middle of the alphabet, ... , l, m, n range over N. Lower
case letters from the beginning of the alphabet range over (NU~jrD, "where, by
convention, (';ine:N}[n <"l E, ~, C denote respectively membership. contain-
ment, and proper containment for sets (including sets of ordered pairs). f
ranges over total functions. 1f.' ranges over partial functions. and S ranges over
subsets of R, the class of recursive functions. The sequence <rpt>iGN denotes an
arbitrary acceptable num.beTing of all and only the partial recursive functions
[19,20]. also kno'wn as an acceptable prDgra-m-ming systrrrn (see [12]). card (A)
denotes the cardinality of the set A. 1fl=n'1f!2 (read: 1/11 is an n- variant of 1/12)
means that card(!xl'¢I(X}r'1/JZ<xH}~n,and 1/Jl=·V2 means that fxl1/Jl(x)r'1J'2(x)J is
finite. <.,.> denotes an arbitrary recursive function which maps NxN one-to-one
onto N. (Ax)[1{!(X)] denotes the function of x described by 1{!. rp denotes the
empty set with max (rp)=O. Lower case Greek letters near the end of the alpha-
bet, .... a,T, ... , range over finite sequences of natural numbers. i.e., functions
from finite initial segments of N into N. We sometimes speak of a as an initial
segment. l m/nJ denotes the greatest integer ~m/n. and r-m/nl de:1otes the
least integer ~m/n.
There are several notions of what it means for an IIM to eventually succeed
at synthesizing a program. The most popular notion. essentially due \.0 [8], is
given below.
DEF IN ITI ON 2.1.
An lIM M EX identifies a function f (written: f e:EX(M)) iff M. when fed the graph
of f in an)' order. outputs but finitely many programs. the last one of ",'..hieb
computes (or explains) f.
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No restriction is made in Definition 2.1 that we should be able to algorithmically
determine when (if ever) M on input from the graph of f has output its last corn-
puter program.
DEFIN ITION 2.2.
M(cr) denotes M's most recent output just after M has been fed the finite initial
segment u.
DEFINITION 2.3.
An llM 11{ is said to be order independent iff for any function f, if M's last guess
on some enumeration of the graph of f is p. then M's last guess on every
enumeration of the graph of f is p.
In the sequel we will only consider the synthesis of programs to compute total
recursive functions. Clearly, any JIM M can be effectively transformed into an
11M M' which preprocesses the input graph of any recursive function f and feeds
it to M in the order (0./ (0», (l,f (1» ..... Hence, we will-always assume without
loss of generality, that all the llMs 'we discuss are order'independent. An order
independence result ,,{hich covers the case of partial recursive functions
appears in [3]. Our results will hold, without modification, for the inference of
partial recursive functions. However, the recursive functions are sufficient to
illustrate all the distinctions we make below.
DEF IN IT-ION 2.4.
M(j) denotes the last program M outputs when fed the graph of f if M outputs a
last program; otherwise M(j) is divergent.








Definition 2.5 associates a class of sets of recursive functions with the infer-
eDce criterion EX. We classify various inference criterion by set theoretically
comparing the classes associated 'nth eacp criteria. As the criteria become
more general, the associated sets become larger. Allowing a finite number- of
errors in the program which an 11M converges to gives rise to se....eral more
identification criteria. Musa [14] shows that the mean time between software
failures. for sufficiently complex systems. is an increasing but bounded function
of the total of the run times of all the executions of the system. A reasonable
conclusion to draw from Musa's work. which is consistent with observation, is
that few large programs are totally bug free. A philosophical motivation for
studying the inference of programs which exhibit anomalous behavior on some
inputs stems from several examples of physical theories which, although gen-
erally correctly, yield inaccurate predictions in some instances. In the
definitions of below a and b denote members of (Nuf·j)·
DEFINITION 2.6.
M EXa. identifies f (\\Titlen: f EEXa.(M» iff M. on input from the graph of f con-
verges and f/JJI{f)=a. f·
DEFINITION 2.7.
EX· ~!SI(3M)[SCEX·(M)].
Note that EX0=.EX. Also considered is the number of times an lIM changes its
most current output. Of interest here is the number of trials a learn~g pro-
gram must go through before it successfully completes the learning process.
Another trial is completed every time an 11M outputs a program which is
different from its previous conjecture. Counting mind changes is not the same
as determining the complexity of the synthesis process. An lIM may output the




to produce each conjecture. At best, counting mind changes may be a first
approximation of the complexity of the inference process. ]n [16] counting the
number of mind changes eoroute to convergence to a program in a given r.e.
sequence is studied. Some complexity of inference notions are considered in
[17]. The complexity of the inference of finite automata is examined in [9].
DEEINITION 2.8.
M EXg identifies f (written: f EEXg(M)) iff M EXt). identifies f afler no more than




Hence, one" cannot. in general, trade mind changes for anomalies, or vice versa.
The EXe classes form a lattice under containment "Which is isomorphic to the
partial product lattice on w+ lXGJ+ 1.
Also considered are crileria where the IIM does not necessarily converge to
a single program, but rather to a sequence of programs. As long as the JIM even-
tually outputs nothing but programs to compute the input function, then a pred-
iction strategy which always uses the 11M's most current conjecture will be
behaviorally correct.
DEF INITION 2.10.
An 11M M EC a identifies f (written: fEBCa(M)) iff M fed f outputs over time an











L. Harrington (private communication) has devised an lIM which Be· synthesizes
a program for every recursive function (see [6]).
Suppose I is an identification criterion. A finite collection of IIMs cauers a
set of recursive functions with respect to I iff each function in the set is f-
identified by at least one of the 1111s in the given collection. For \;'M 1M2•••••Mn.
lIMs, let J(M,.M,.··· Un) denote (J(U,)UJ(U,)··· UJ(Mn». Considering
different size collections of IIMs gives rise to the following.
DEFINITION 2.12.
Suppose I is an inference criterion and nEN. Then C(n,I);; dJ ~sl( 3
M "M,,. .. ,Mn)[SkJ(M,,M,,. .. ,Mn)]!.
The remaining definitions in this section are necessitated by the proof tech-
niques used below. We construct programs to compute functions which are
easily identified by some IIMs, but not by others. By various recursion theorems
we construct functions which output programs to compute themselves. 30me-
times these programs will be "hidden" in the dips. or counterexamples to the




D (J)='f [xlx>o and j (x )<j (x-i)l.
Note that f is monotone nondecreasing iff D {j )==¢. In the examples of teams of
IIMs that we construct. the inleraction between the llMs is rather trivial. Typi-
cally. the machines decide a priori ·which portion of the input they each will
examine and then all the machines run identical algorithms on the data they
examine. The portion of the input function examined by an lIM is called a ply.
DEFINITiON 2.14.
Suppose '1fI is a partial function and n is a positive integer. For j <no the jlh n-
ply of1/t is the partial function (Ax)[I!'(n ..x+j)].
Clearly. any partial function is completely determined by its set of n-plies. We
will pay attention to the monotonicity of the plies of the functions we construct.
DEFINITION 2.15.
Suppose"" IS a partial function defined on a (possibly infinite) initial segment of
N.
a) We say that.", monotonically extends 0' iff [[0';:: ¢ and .", is monotone
nondecreasing] or [0' C .", and 0' ;£ rp and ("Ix Edomain(1/I - 0'» [""(x) ~ .",(x -1)]]].
b) Suppose m<n. We say 1/1 7Twnotonically extends 0' along the n-plies ~m
( written: u c~ 1/1) iiI Ni ~ m )[the ilk n-ply of 1/1 monotonically extends the jlk
n-ply of 0'].
Of course, when we diagonaHze out of the set of functions identified by some col-
lection of IlMs, we use an arbitrary collection to include all cases of teams of
IIMs which are interacting in any way algorithmically possible. Sometimes, in
performing the diagonalizations, it is necessary to describe the behavior· of
several programs which are ·working in parallel to baITle a given collection of
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lIMs. These programs necessarily cornmunicu.te ..,\rilh one another. but consider-
ing the details of how they communicate is avoided by the application of various
recursion theorems.
3. Relationships between EX and Be TCaIll Synthesis
In this section we establish several hierarchies of inference criteria based
on the number of 11Ms used in the inference process. The results in this section
validate a "critical mass" principle for mechanized inductive inference. For
each n > 1 there are sets of phenomena which can be identified by n robol seien-
lists, but no fewer. That is, n+ 1 IIMs have the potential to synthesize programs
for a larger class of functions than can be synthesised by only n lIMs. Recall the
scenario of sending robots to investigate an alien planet. The following theorem
suggests that we should send a large diverse collection of robots to increase the
chances that at least one of them survives to send back data. Hence. for
mechanistic learning devices. diversity is the key to success. just as in the bio-
logical world. The following is also a generalization of the Non-Union Theorem of
[3] to Bern-identification.
THEOREM 3.1.
(YnEN) [(C(n+1,EX) - U C(n,BC m )) t- ¢].
meN
PToof. Select nEN. Let Sn ~ lJl(3j~n)('v'g) [if g is the j'" n+1-ply of f then
[D (g) is finite and f/lg(mll:l:{D{g))) = f ]]~. Let MDIM2•...•Mn. be IIMs. For i~n. Mi. on
input f. examines g. the i th n+l-ply of f and outputs all values g(x) =uch that
x€.D(g). Clearly. SnEEX(Mo.M2.....Mn ). It remains to show that Sn is not
included in U C(n. Bern). We present the proof of this for n=2 only. Suppose
meN
m is a natural number and M 1 and M 2 are IIMs. We exhibit below a function
f E (52 - BCm(M 1• M 2 )). By implicit use of the recursion theorem [10] we
obtain the following program eo.
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BeginPTogra:m eo. Place M 1 and M 2 in a "priority" queue [11] with M 1 initially at
the rranL On input x, successively execute the stages s is; 0 below until (if ever)
rpefj(x) is defined. rpgo denotes the finite initial segment of rprJo d,etermined prior
to stage s. Let rp~o = !ea,eo)j; hence. the alA 3-ply of rpcQ evaluated at zero is a
program for epeO"
Sta.ge s. Let M be the 11M currently at the front of the queue. Search for
distinct natural numbers XO,Xl •.••. X m and finite initial segments u and 'i
such that rp;o c8 a cO, and (V'i&m)[xi E domain(T - 0") and rpM((7)(xd con-
verges ¥ T(xdJ. If and when such xo, xio ... xm' a and I are found, set
cp:;l = T and move 1If to the rear of the queue. (Then program Mea) does
not compute an m-variant of f,'Jeo')
End stage s.
End Program eo.
Case (l). ~(l~ is total. Let f = rpuo. The zeroth 3-ply of f is monotone nonde-
creasing and f (3.0+0) = eo a program for f· Therefore, f E 52' Each member
of the queue is at the front at infinitely many stages. Hence, for each llM M in
the queue, there are infinitely many distinct initial segments aCf such that
M(a) does m?t compute an m-variant of f· Therefore, f ;tBCm(Ml,M2)'
Case (2). Not Case (1). Then 1900 is a finite initial segment. Let s be the
first stage of program eo that never terminates. Then 1000 = rp:o' Suppose M is
the lIM at the front of the queue upon entry into stage s of program eo. If a is
such that rp:oc9a then program M(a) converges on at most m arguments not in
domain (a); othenvise, in stage s of program 80 suitable corresponding
xo, xb ... xm and T would be found and stage s would terminate. Hen~eM can-
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not BCm identify any function 9 such that rp;o c&g.
By another implicit application of the recursion theorem we obtain a pro-
gram eol described as follows. Let Xo be th~ least number not in domain(rp:J
Choose the least number xl such that 3 • Xl+1>XO. Let
y, = l+max(range(rp;(l) U fed)· Program e 1 is just like program eo except that
M is deleted from el's queue, rp~l = ( rpgoU H X. Yl ) Ixo~X<3(Xl+l}+ll U f(3{
Xl+ 1)+1, €I )J), and" c8" is replaced everyw'here by "cP"· Therefore, rpgn C~rp91.
Case (2.1). liOo 1 is total. Let f = rpf11. Let 9 be the first 3-ply of f. Then
max(D(g» = Xt+1 and g(Xt+1} = €,. a program for f. Therefore. f £82_ Then.
since rp%oc8 f. by the remark at the end of the first paragraph in the description
of Case (2). f ¢ BCm(M). By an argument similar to that of Case (1), f ¢.
BCm(M .M') for M' E (l M ,. M, 1- [M!).
Case (2.2). Not case (2.1). Then ~Bl is a finite initial segment. E}" an argu-
ment analogous to that in the first paragraph of the description of Case (2), for
M' € 0 M 1, M 2 l - fMD· M' does not Bern -identify any recursive function 9 such
that ~Bl cp g. Furthermore, since any such 9 also monotonically extends ~:o
along the zeroth 3-ply we have that g. ¢ BCm ( M 10 M 2)' We complete this case
by finding an f e: 8 2 such that II'B1 crf.
By another implicit application of the recursion theorem we obtain a pro-
gram e2 described as follows. Let x2 be the least number not in dom.ain (11'01)'
Choose the least number X3 such that 3. x3 + 2 >= X2. Let Y2 ;;; 1 + max( range
(II'B 1) U fe 2D. II'B 2 agrees with II'BI on dom.ain (lI'e l ), (\;Ix) [[if x2~x and xi- 3{ X3
+1) +2] then ~" (x) = y,]. and ~,,(3(x,+1)+2) = e,. Let f = ~" • a (total)
recursive function. Clearly lI'e
l
crf; therefore, f rj. BC rn (M l ,M2). Let g be the
second 3-ply of f· Then max (D Cg)) = X3+ 1 and 9 (X3+ 1) = 82 ' a program for f.
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Hence. f E 82•
This completes the proof that S2 ¢ UEN C(2,BCm ). Sn ~ UEN C(n,BCm )
m m
can be proven similarly by applying the recursion theorem at most n+ 1 times to
obtain programs eo. el •...• en . If we do not fix m in advance before presenting
programs eo , et I .", en and in stage s of programs eo. ell .", en_I. 1\'8 search for
natural numbers xo. Xl •••", Xs instead of xo. x I •.••• xm . The function f we
obtain works independently of m.
•
Two special cases of Theorem 3.1 hl'lve been previously discovered.
COROLLA.W 3.2[2].
(C{2,EX) - C{l,BC)) f- ~.
COROLLARY 3.3[3].
(C{2,EX) - C{l,EX)) f- ~.
Theorem 3.1 establishes several hierarchies based on cover size.
CORO:I.J..ARY 3.4.
(VaE{Nu!'l)) [C{l,EX") c C{2,EX") c .,. C{n,EX") C C{n+1,EX") C ... ].
COROLLARY 3.5.
and [22] contain results about special cases where the union of two sets in EX is
also in EX.
Allowing an finite unbounded number of anomalies also enables n+ 1 lIMs lo
synthesize in a single trial a class of funclions which is not identifiable by n lIMs
with respect to behaviorally correct inference.
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THEe : 3.6.
(VnEN) [C(n+1,EX;) - U C(n,BCm ) ;l¢].
mcN
••
Proof. Fix n, Let s.=lJl( 3x"n)[~!(.)=·fJl· Clearly, So'" C(n+l.EX;). It
remains to show that Sn¢ U C(n.BC Tn ). Suppose mEN and M t • M 2• ••• ,Mn are
mcN
IIMs. We exhibit belo·w a function fE{Sn -BCT/1.(M b M 2• •. - ,.un))' By implicit use
of the n+l-ary recursion theorem we obtain the following programs eo,e 1... ·,en ·




on a priority queue. in that order. On input x, successively execute the
stages s~O below until (if ever) IOclC> is defined. rpg, denotes the finite initial
segment of CfJe, determined prior to stage s. Let rp~D;;: Hi,e,:)li~nl· For O<i<n,
Stage s. Let M be the IlM currently in the i + pt position of the queue.
Search for distinct natural numbers XO,Xl"",xm and finite initial segments
T andp such that afC,Cp and ('v'.j~m)[xjEdomain(p-,)and IOM{":")(Xj) con-
verges ;l p(Xj)].
Condition {1J. A suitable xo,.... xm,T' and p are found before a similar
XO••••• Xm,T and p are found in stage 5 of the construction of {{1e· for any jli.,
Set rp:i+l=IO~U Hx.p(x))lxEdomain(p-rp~,H. Move M to the rear of the
queue, without moving the first i ]]Ms in the queue.
Condition (2). An xo•... ,Xm.T and p are found in stage s of the con-
XO, .... Xm.T and p in the construction of ~c; continues in stage 5+1 at the




Choose i least such that!PfJ is total. Such an i exists since CPt' is total. Jf, ,.
i=O, then let f be 'Poo' Otherwise. choose the least stage s such that for
j<i.rpe.=rpg. and then set f= at-tU ({x,c,oe,(x»[ x¢domain(af_1H. Since j=·rpe.
, , '
and f (i)=ei. f E Sn. Suppose the queue at the beginning of stage s is
Mkl'Mk2,. ...Mkm: We complete the proof by showing that f r/.BCm(Mk). for each
O<j~m. LetM denote MkJ .
Case (1). j'5.i. Then M IS in position j of the queue at all stages s'!5::s.
Hence. Cor all T-:Juj_l' S'Af{,-) is defined on at most m arguments ¢ d077Lain(T), as
otherwise. a suitable XO,XI •... ,Xm.p. and T would be found in some stage S'>5 in
the construction of 'Pc, , and :prJ. would properly extend rpg. . Since f :la,~_h M
. - 1~ }~
on input f almost always outputs a program for a finite function. Therefore,
Case (2). i>i. Since f{)e. is total, M is in the i+lst position of the queue at
,
infinitely many stages. At each such stage past stage s, another T is found such
that TC f and ~.M(1") is not an m-variant of f. Therefore, f ¢BCm (M).
•
COROL!.AR¥ 3.7.
(VaE(Nu I'm [C(l.EX:) c C(2,EX:> c ... c C(n,EX:> c C(n+1,EX:)c ... ].
Corollary 3.5 is also a corollary of Theorem 3.6. Podnieks [15] used the sets Sn
from the proof of Theorem 3.6 to separate Be type inference classes where the
synthesis is successful if, in the limit, one out of every n programs output by the
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lIM computes the input function. Podnie1cs established a hierarchy of such ori-
leria parameterized by the size of the interval containing at least one correct
program. The following Theorem indicates that even though (C(2,EX)-BC) #¢,
no malleI' how many lIMs are employed. no EX cover class can completely sub-
sume the Be identifiable class of functions.
THEOREM 3. B.
(BC - U C(n,EX')) i <p•
• >0
Proof. Let S be !II (9x)[I'!(.I=tJ!. Clearly S E BC. We prove the n=2 case
only. Let 111 0 and M 1 be IIMs. By implicit usc of the operator recursion theorem
[4], we obtain a repetition free r.e. sequence of programs eo. 1310 p{O,a).
p (O,l).p (1.0), ... such that one of these programs computes an f E: ( S
-EX· (M D,M1))' We proceed to give an informal effective construction of the these
functions in successive stages S~O. el is just a program for lOco which differs
from eo. Similarly, for each s, P (l,s) is another program for lOp (;),s). ,~p(i)
denotes the: finite initial segment of IOp(i) defined before stage s. rp~o;::::: ¢. (Vs)
[rp~(o.s) ;::::: rp~o]' eo initially places Af0 and M 1 on a queue.
Begin stage s. Let M be the IIM at the front of the queue. Set qs ;::::: M(rp:o)'
Simultaneously execute the following three substages until (if ever) either
suitr:.ble x and rJ are found in substage (i) or a mind change is found in sub-
stage (li).
(i) Dovetail a search for x and cr such that rp;{O)CrJ, range
(u-rp:o)cfeo,ed, x is a member of domain (rJ-rp:o)' and rpqs(x) converges f.
a(x).
(li) Let t be the step currently being executed in substage (iii). See if
there is a T such that ;o:oCT~ what has b~)en put into IOp (I+2..s) so far and
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M(T) t! gs' (~P(t+2.S) is made non empty by the inclusion of rp;o in its graph
in substage (iii) below.)
(iii) Execute more and more step~ of the simultaneous construction of
101' (o.s), 101'(I.s) .... rpt(i.s) denotes the finite initial segment of \Op{i.s) deter-
mined prior to step t below. Set r.p~(o.s) = rp2{2,s) = rp;o'
Begin step t. Let A(' be the lIM next to the front of the queue. Set T/
= M'(rp~(O.s)' Simultaneously execute the following three substeps
until (if ever) either suitable x and CT are found in substep (i) or a
mind change is found in substep (ii).
(i) Dovetail a search for x and u such that rp~{o.s)cu. range
(a-rp~{o.s»cfp(O.s),p(l,sH. x E domain (u-rp;'(O,s). and 'PTj(X) con-
verges ~ crex).
(li) See if there is a T such that cpf,{O.s)CTC what has been put into
~p{t+2.s) so far and M(,) t- Tt. (Before step t, fPt{t+2,S) is made
=r,?~(o.s).)
(iii) Make f{Jp(t+2.s) have value p (t +2,s) at more and more suc-
cessive arguments not yeUn its domain.
Condition (t. 1). x and (J are found in substep (i) befoTe a mind
change is found in substep (ii). Set ~~to~s)=a, do not extend f/lp(t+2.s)
f th d t t+l - t+lany ur er, an se f{Jp{t+:l,s)-f{Jp{o.s)'
Condition (t.2). A mind change is found in substep (ii) before or
at the same time as suitable x and a are found in substep (i). Set
\o~us)= what has been put into f{Jp(t+2,s) so far. make program
p (t +2.5) from this point on simulate program p (0,'5) on all inputs
not yet in iLs dOffiuLn so that r,?]l(l+2.s) will be the saffi.e as \Opec.s). and
t t+l _. 1+1se 'Pp(t+3.s)-Y!)p(O.s)
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End step t.
Condition (s.t). x and u are found in substage (i) befare a mind
change is found in substage (li). Set rp;to\==a and terminate step (iii). Move
M to the rear of the queue.
Condition (5.2). A mind change is found in substage (ii) before or at
the same time as suitable x and u are found in substage (i). Set rp:; 1;
what has been put into rpp(t+2.s) so far, make programs p (D,s) and p {t+2.s}
from this point on simulate program eo on all inputs not yet in its domain
so that rpp(t+2.s)=rpp(O.s)=\Oe tt ' Move M to the rear of the queue.
End sta.ge s.
Case (1). Some stage s in the enumeration of f{J 9 o never terminates. Sup-
pose 'without loss of generality that eo's queue upon entry into stage s is Mo. M l'
Case (t. 1). Some step t in the enumeration of \Op(o.s) never terminates.
Then by substage (iii), ipp(s+2) is a (lolal) recursive function and 01x)
[ipp(s+2)(x)=p(s+2)]. Sel f = \Dp{s+2)' Clearly f € S. Program qs is Mo's lasl
output on input f; furthermore, gs never converges on any x not in domain
(\pp{o) since, if it did, it could not converge to bolh eo and e1 and so substage (i)
WDuld find suitable x and cr. It follows that f/'q is a finite function and hence not
•
a finite variant of f. Similarly, Tt. M I'S last output on inpul from f. computes a
finite function. Therefore. f E( S -EX· (M».
Case (1.2) Not Case (1.1). Then IjOp{O,s) is total. By Condition" t.l, p(O,s)'s
and p (l.s )'s are introduced into ils range and these compute f/Jp{o.s); by Condi-
tion t.2, p(t+2,s)'s are introduced inlo its range but thenp(t+2,s) also com-
putes ippeo,s). Set f =ipp{o.s). Clearly, f E S. Since stage s never lerminates,




Suppose M 1 on f outputs a last program q. Then Condition t .1. bolds at all but
finitely many steps t. Hence, infinitely often, f is defined to differ from ~q'
Therefore f E S -(EX· (M0, M ,)).
Case (2). Not Case (1). Then epco is a (total) recursive function and every-
thing in its range is a program for 'PoD: By Condition 5.1. eo's and eo's are intro-
duced into its range and these compute 'Pco: by Condition s .2, P (t +2,5 )'5 are
introduced into its range, but then p (t +2,5) also computes epc
o
' Set f ;;S'llO'
Clearly, then. f E: S. Suppose M on f outputs a last program q. Then Condition
s.1 holds at all but finitely many stages s. Hence. infinitely often, f is defined
to differ from r;>q. Therefore, f E( S -EX· (Me,M1»'
•
The results of this section are sufficient to yield the follo......'ing complete
characterization of the relationships between the EX and Be cover. classes.
THEOREM 3.9.
(Vm,nE(N-!Oj) (Va,b,cE(NU('j)) [C(m,EXt) c C(n,BC") iff m~n or c=' or
[ai>!'*andb;t.. ]].
Proof. «::;)]f m~n then C(m,EXg-) c C(n.BC C ) by Theorem 2.2.. ]f c::;·. then
C(m,EXg-) eRe C(l,BC C ). Suppose a;t*andb;t"'. Choose mandM l .M2....•Mm
arbitrarily. Vie 'will describe an llM.!If such that EX(M 1.M2•••••Mm) C BC(M). We
may suppose without loss of generality that each of M l .M2 Mm output at rno.st
b+l programs on any input. M on input a simulates M 1,M2 ,Mm . also on input
a. By simulating all programs output by M 1,M2.... ,Mm on inputs in domain (a).
for card(a) steps 1If can eliminate from consideration any program output by
M 1,M2,.. ·.Mm which converges incorrectly on more than a. arguments. M then
outputs a program e which mimics a on all arguments in doma.in (u). Program
e, on arguments not determined by u, dovetails the computation of all programs
I
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output by M 11M2••..•Mm still under: ·consideration. on the same argUIJlenl, and
mimics the output of the lexicographically least such program which converges
first. Clearly. EX(M,.M2.....Mm ) c BC(M).
(=» We prove the contrapositive. Suppose m>n and c,#·. Then. if a=·,
(C(m.EXt) - C(n.BC')) t ¢ by Theorem 3.6. Finally, if b='. (C(=.EXg) -
C(n.BC')) t ¢ by Theorem 3.1.
•
4. Tradeotrs between Mind Changes and Number of Machines
In this section we investigate the lradeoffs between the number of mind
changes and the number of machines involved in the synthesis process. We will
show that the number of mind changes can always be reduced by the employ-
ment of more llMs. The following inclusion result. as 1viH be seen, is best possi-
ble.
'I'HEORE:!>l 4.1.
(Vb.CEN) (Vm.nE(N-!Ol)) (VaENU!'l)) [if m~n and mo(b+l)~n'(c+l) then
C(m .EXg)>; C(n .EXg)).
Proof Fix b.cEN. m.nEN-~Ol), and aENU!*l). If m=n or b~c then the
theorem follows immediately from Definition 2.8, so suppose m<n and c<b. Let
M 1,M2 , ... ,Mm · be lIMs. We may suppose without loss of generality that each of
M loM 2•...•Mm make at. most b mind changes on any input. Then M ltM 2.....Mm col-
lectively output at· most m.(b +1) different programs on any input. Let
PloP2' ....Pt be there names in order of appearance as conjectures for some
t~m.(b+1). If two conjectures are issued simultaneously by two different lIMs,
then choose one arbitrarily t.o appear before the other. For the remainder of
this proof. i will range over 11, .... 7'1t"(b+l)! and t will range ove:r 11. "'r m~. If
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M l outputs Pi and then outputs Pi I then i <j and we say Pi is irrelevant.
We will now describe M'loM'2, ....M'n such that EXg-(M 1.M2.... ,Mm ) C
EXg-(M'1,M'2' ....M'n). k will range over p, "0' nl. Each conjecture Pi will be out-
put by exactly one of the M't's. numi(M'd denotes c+l minus card (the subset
of LPl,P2,... ,Pi-tl output by M'J:J. e.g. the number of additional guesse5 that M'l;
can output and still EXg identify the input function. numO(M'k)=C +1. ,Similarly,
num'f.(Mt) denotes b+l minus card (thE! subset of fpI.P2 •...•Pi-d produced by
Md. num.°(Mt)=b +1. We say M'I; is blocked (at i) if either numi(M'k)=O or M'l; 's
most recent conjecture is relevant. If M'l.: is blocked and M'k's most recent con-
jecture 'was produced by M l then we say M 'k is blocked by MI. Suppose M t out-
puts Pi' Look for an unblocked M'le satisfying:
numi(M'k )=numi(Ml ) (i)
If found, then Mk not only outputs Pi but is also committed hereafter to output
all and only the further (if any) outputs of Mt . We then say Pi is placed by exact
match rule (i). If there are no unblocked M'k's satisfying (i) then let S be the
set of unblocked M'le's satisfying:
numi(M'le)<numi(M,) (ii)
Let S'~lM'IM'ES and (VMES)[num'(M');'num'(M)Jl. If M, was blocked at i by
a member of S', then that member of S' outputs Pi and 'ire say Pi is placed by
room to spare rule (li). If Mt was not blocked at i by any member of S', then
choose the lexicographically least member of S' to output Pi. If S '=¢ then look
for an unblocked M'Io: satisfying:
numi(M'k »numi(Mt ) (iii)
If there is an unblocked M'1o: satisfying (iii) then choose the one with numi(M',l:)
least. and that M'le outputs Pi.. We then say Pi is placed by not enough room rule
(iii).
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As each lIfllo; cannot output more than c +1 conjectures and 'will not output if
its most recent conjecture is still relevant. it suffices to show that all conjec-
tures are sllccessfully placed by (i), (ii). Dr (iii). Since c <b. then P I is placed by
(il).
Claim. If P 1.P2•...•Pi-l have all been placed by (i) or (ii) then Pi '\\'ill also be
placed.
Proof of Claim. Suppose the hypothesis of the claim. Suppose M, conjectures
Pi' If there is some M'k which is not at blocked at i. then either (i), (ii), or (iii)
will bold for M'k and M t . Suppose by way of contradiction that Pi is not placed.
Then"" M'Eff,f'l,M'2.....M'n l. M is blocked at i. Choose M'EfM'1.M'2... .,.M'n~ arbi-
trarily. We will show that either Aft has already output c+l conjectures or M' is
blocked at i by some 11{ such that if M' outputs all and only the future conjec-
tures produced by M and M outputs b +1 conjectures, then M' would eventually
output at least c+1 conjectures. lfnumi(M·):::O. thenM' has already output c+1
conjectures other than Pi. If numi(M'»O, then M' has already output c+1-
numi(M) conjectures and (3l')[l';11. Ml , is blocking M'l Since Pl,P2.....Pi-l
were placed by rules (i) or (ii) M" may output at least numi(M') additional con-
jectures]. At any given point. each.M1 can only block one M't. Hence n-(c+1) of
M hM2, ... ,Mm·s conjectures other than Pi have been accounted for. But,
1+n-(c+1»m..(b+1). a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim.
•
We complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing that (iii) can never be
used to place any conjectures. in the case that c<b. Suppose by way of contrad-
iction that (iii) is first used to place Pio which was produced by M,. Suppose M't






num l°{f..f'k )=num leUr).
One of two cases below holds.
. ,
Ca.se (1). numll(.M'd> num O(M'd. Then, (:I i 2<i 1) [.M! produces Pi~ and
numi 1(M'k );::.num i 2(MdJ, e.g. (II<) holds with i1 replaced by i2 and i o replaced by
wise M'k would have output Pi
l
, and hence Fi
o
' by (i). Suppose MI, was blocking
M'k at it- So. M I , must have output Pj with i 1<j<io removing the block before
M'le was selected to output Pio' Since Aft- freed its block on M'}:.o ( 3k'~k)
i 2<i t ) [All produced Pi~ and num:i(M~k·)=numi2(.MI)]' e.g. (*) holds with it
replaced by i2 and i o replaced by j and k replaced by k'.
Slarling from the assumption that Ml output Fio which was placed by (iii),
we found an il<io such that ~h must have produced Pit and (*) held. By either
Case (1) or-Case (2) we found an iz<i l such that Mt must. have produced Pi? and
(*) held. By repeating the above argument we can find i s>...>ic+ 1 such that Ml
produced Pia'··' 'Pi"..", a contradiction.
Therefore, each of M l,M2 ,•.• ,Mm 's conject.ures are placed by either (i) or (ii).
Suppose !EEXC(M loM 2,,,.,Mm). Then (3l) [Mf's last conjecture is an a-variant of
f]. By the ·arguments above, the last conjecture output by Ml is also the last
conjecture output by one of M'1.M'2, ... ,M'n.. Hence, f E EXg(M'l,M'2,···,M'n).
•
Next we turn our attention to finding out how many machines need be
traded to compensate for having fewer mind changes.
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THEOREM 4.2.
(Va,b EN) (Vm,nE(N-lol)) [if m'(a+l»n.(b +1) then C(m.EX~) - C(n,EX';);'¢].
Proof. Fix a,bEN and m,nE(N-lol). Let S,=lf I O<card(D(J))~l and
rp/(mnx(D(J))";:;.f). Clearly. Sm,.{a.+l)EC(m,EXa?). It remains to show that if
~>n.(b+l} then St¢ C(n,EX;). Let Mt, ... ,Mn. be IIMs. We may suppose without
loss of generality that each of M I,....1IfT!. output at most b+l programs on any
input. By implicit use of the 271..~+1-aryrecursion theorem we obtain the fo11O'\'-
ing programs e ,p (0,0), ... ,P (O,2n -l),p (l,O)•....p (l-1,27l.-1). Program e is con-
structed in at most l effective stages of finite extension below.
Begin program e, rp: denotes the finite initial segment of CPa determined prior to
stage s. rp~;::;f(O,l+max(e, pea,a), .... p(O,27l.-1»l. We let i~"",i~n_l denote
canonical indices [20] of all the subsets of !Mj(~:> I o<j;;:;;;'d. ig will always
denote the canonical index of the empty set. If there are fewer than k such sub-
sets then it. will also be a canonical index of rfJ. X S denotes the least nm~lber not
in domain (rpg). For the remainder of the proof j will range over ~ 1, ...• n 1.
Begin stage s. Si'Tnultaneously execute the following 2n +l substages (i),
(iLl), ...• (ii.2n -l), (iii) until (if ever) a mind change is found in substage
(m). ]n stage s, kEP, .... 2n _lj.
(i). Place rp;U!X S , p(s,o)1 into the graph of 'lOp(s,O)' thereby adding a
self-referential dip. Make IOp(s.o) have value l+p(s,O) on more and more
successive argcments not yet in its domain.
(iLk). fIi~(s,k) denotes the finite initial segment of flip(s,k') determined
prior to step t. Set rp2(s.k) ;:: rp:U Hx s ,p (5 ,k »1, thereby placing a self-
referential dip in the graph of flip(s;:)' Place the elements-of the finite set
with ca.nonical index if on a queue in increasing order. If if;!-¢ then suc-
cessively execute the steps t ~O below.
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Step t. Let r be the program currently at the front of the queue.
Search for an x and a a such that (1' monotone nondeceasmgly
extends rp~(S,k). xE:domain(u-\O~(s.k)'and rpr(x) converges ~O"(x). If
such x and u are found set rp;t<;l.k)=a and move T to the rear of the
queue.
End step t.
(m). Search for j I k, and T such that lOge TC what has been put into
IjI)p(s,k) so far and [Mj(rpg)¥Mj(T) or Mj outputs its first conjecture on T].
If the execution of sLage s is halted by the discovery of a j I k, and T
in substage (iii) above then let p = what has been put into rpp(s..l;) so far and
set ~g+l = pu!(caTd(domain(p)). 1+ max !P(s+1.0) .....p(s+1.2"-l)1)!.
End stage s.
End program e.
Let s be the last stage of program e that was attempted. Since stages end
only when a new conjecture is found, s<n g(b+l). Then card(D(ipg»=s+1. Let
A=~glg=Mj{~g), and domain (rpq )is Infinitej. Choose k such that A is the finite set
with canonical index iff. Let f =rpp(s,k.)' f is a total function since each step in
the construction of ~:p(s):) will terminate. Furthermore, max(D(f»=p(s,k) and
card(D(f»;;=;s+2. Hence, !ESt+no{b+l)' Since stage s never terminates, Mj(j)
converges to Mj(rpi) .. We conclude the proof by showing that f ¢EX~(Mj).
Case (1). Mj(rpg) ¢A. Then Mj(f) converges to a program which computes a
finite function~ Therefore, f ¢ EX~(Mj)'
Case (2). Mj(rpg) E A. Let q=Mj(cpg). Then q is at the front of p(s,k)'s
queue at infinitely many steps. Eanee, for inBnitely many t, t.here is an x E




(EX - U C(m,EX;)) t- ¢.
m>O
IIdl
Proof. Let S =fJ (D (j ) is finite and SOmu:{D(J))=f~. Clearly I S E EX. Choose m >0
and aEN. By Theorem 4.2. Smo(a+1)+1o a subset of S is nol a member of C~m.EX~).
•
The results of this section, together with Theorem 3.6, are sufficiem to com-
pletely characterize the tradeoff between mind changes and cover size in the
cases where the synthesis of a finite variant of the input function is sufficient.
Let C(·,EX~) denote U C(n.EX~). for any aE(NUf*j)·
.>0
THEOREM 4.4.
or [b i '" and [c = '" or d:::"']] or [a, b. c. dEN and c ~a and co(d +l)~a.(b +1)]].
PTOOj«=). If [a"e and b"d] then clearly C(a,EX;) <: C(e,EX'). Suppese [b t- 0
and e = 0]. Tben by Tbeorem 4.1, Vm>O, C(m,EX;) <: C(m'(b+1),EX') <:: c(o,
EXd). Hence. C(cz,EX;) f; CC,.., EXd,). Suppose b¥"', ci'" and d="'. Then by
Tbeorem 4,1, (Vm>O), [C(m,EX;) <:: C(e,EX;',••• ) <:: C(e,EX:)]. Hence, C(a,EX;)
~ C(c,EX:). Now suppose that a,b,c,dEN, c~a., and cD(d+l)~a~b+l). Then, by
Tbeorem 4.1, C(a,EX;) <: C(e, EX.).
(;:;» We prove the contrapositive. If a>c, then by Theorem 3.6, (C(a.EX~ -
C(C,EXd»~ rp. Suppose, for the remainder of the proof, that a;;;;!c and b>d.
Then dEN. lfb = *. then S = !f]n(f) is finite andcp/(=(DU)))=·fl EEX;. By
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Theorem 4.2, Vn>O. U !O<c~Td(D(f.»;;;n.(d+l)+l and rp!{ma:::(D(J»)=-JJ, a sub-
set of S. is not an element of C(n,EXdJ. Hence, SE (C(a,EX:) - C(c,EXti) '# ¢. If
cE N then so is a. Suppose further that ca(d+l)<a.(b +1). Then by Theorem
4.2, (C(a,EX;>· C(c,EX.)) t- </>.
5. Comparison of an unbounded number of Mind Changes Trith an unbounded
number of Anomalies as traded off against the Number of Machines
In this section we compare team learning strategies with a finite unbounded
number of trials to team learning strategies which are tolerant of a finite but
unbounded number of errors. The symmetric relationship between mind change
and anomaly bounds exhibited in Theorem 2.1 is also evident in the characteri-
zations arrived at in this section.
THEOREM 5.1.
(\IaEN) (\InE (N-!Oj)) [EXj,'{"')· C(n,EX") t-</>]. Proof. Fix aEN and
nE(N- Ion. Let Sn{a+l) ::; ~ f I ~f(O)=n(a+l)f I. Clearly, Sn(lI.+l) E EX1i(o:+l). Sup-
pose M 1.M2•••• ,Mn are lIMs. It suffices to exhibit an f E (S-EX!J.(Ml ..M~"",M71'»'
Below- we construct program e by implicit use of the recursion theo:-em. Pro-
gram e .rill compute an n (a +1) -variant of such an f. Program e employs n
anomaly markers. each marking a +1 consecutive numbers we are temporarily
trying to keep out of domain (9'll)' We proceed to give an informal description of
program e.
Begin Program e. On input X, successively execute the stages s!:':O described
below until (if ever) 9'0 (x) is defined. rp; denotes the finite amount of 'Po deter-
mined prior to stage s. Set rp~::; f(O.e H. Program e employs traveling anomaly
markers ('(1.0:2•... ,0:71 each marking a+l consecutive integers. The integers
marked by one ui are disjoint. from those marked by another. Le~ j and k range
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over fl •.2•...• n~. Ai denotes the set of a+l consecutive integers marked by aj
upon entry into stage s. Set Al ;:;; !l+(j-l)(a+l). 2+(j-l)(a+l}• ....
(a+l}+(j-l)(a+l)J. Clearly these sets are are pairwise disjoint. At any point in
the construction a number is free iff it is neither in domain(lfe) nor marked by
any marker. r I the zero fill of the finite function rpg I is set = (cp: u ~ (x ,0) I ('3
j )[x E A!m.
During the stages below. markers may be moved to least free numbers and
the numbers they previously marked are placed in domain (tpc)' Hence,
domain (-r) is an initial segment. Let uJ denote the largest initial segment of or
such that (domain(al)nAj) = ¢.
Let t range over (f-n .... ,-2,-!iuN). Initially aj is assigned task j-n-l.
For t~O, task t may be assigned at stage t. in the execution of program e to at
most one marker (Xi • For any t., task t assigned to (Xi is the task of finding an
s~t such that either aj is consistent with ~e and (:3 x E doma~n{~~+1 - ~g))
[Program Mj{a!) converges on x'j! 9'e{x)] or (::I p)[af C P ~ T and p is con~
sis tent 'with ~o and Mj{aJ);:! Mj(p)].
Each marker maintains a pool of tasks which are currently assigned to it.
The priority of a task t is t. Priority tt is higher than priority t2 if[ tl < t2. The
priority of a marker CfJ is the priority of the highest priority marker in its pool
at t.he beginning of stage s.
Marker Ct.i requires attention at stage s iff
a) (:3xE Af)[~Mi(Il"){X)converges in ~s steps to 0] or
b) (3p)[a! C p ~.,.s and Mj(aJ) "Mj(P)].
At each stage at most one marker requiring attention will be selected
receive attention. If (Xj is selected to receive attention at stage sand (Xj has
priority t at s, then Aj ":ill be placed in domain (~1l) and aj " ..ill move during
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stage s as part of an attempt to "complete" task t. Under such circumstances,
t will be replaced by s in ais pool.
Tasks can conflict with one another. Suppose markers ~j and (Xk have
respective priorities tj and tJ: at stage s where max(Af) < min (Af), O:j has
higher priority than (Xl.: I and elk receives attention. Then AJ C domain(aD. At
some later stage, cx; may require attention. The addition of Aj to domain (lOc)
may cause at to be inconsistent with 100 in which case we say a1 injured 0:.1:'5
attempt to "complete II task t j at stage s. Task lJ: must then be reassigned to
ak . A system of injury tags is used to determine when a particular task must
be reassigned to some marker. When a marker D:.k with priority t receives atlen-
tion at stage s and marker a.j bas the potential to later injure ex/,: (Le., Ct.f has
higher priority than Ct.1; and Ajcdomain(af». then an injury tag (a/,:, t) is placed
on Ct.j • Jf at some later stage s, cx; does injure a/,:, then the tag is removed and
task t is reassigned to al;.
We' say a task t is completed befoTe stage s iff either
a) t is never assigned to any marker and t<s. or
b) t is assigned to some Cf-j and 0v's' ~ s )[AJ' = An. or
c) t is assigned to some (Xi and t is not in a;'s pool at or past stage s.
Stage s. Let {Xf be the highest priority marker requiring attention. (If no
marker requires attention. then set rpg".l = rpguf (x.O)j , 'where x is the
least free number). aj 'will now receive attention. Let t be a;'s priority at
this stage.
If a): (3x EAj)[rpM.(!T~)(x) converges = a in ~s steps], then do a.I) through
, ,
a.5) below in order.
l(x,l)lx8lf! U I(x.al(x)) I( ok) [x E
(At n domain(aJ» and a; has higher priority than adD.
, i
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a.2) If ctj bas an injury tag (ak,l') I reassign task t' to etk"
a.3) In order of priorities. move each marker at such that
Afcdomain(rp:+l) to the a+l least free numbers. Remove all injury tags
from the markers just moved.
a.4) Place injury tags (aj.t) on all markers a;.: such that
Aff ~ domain(al- rp:+l). (Then Uk has higher priority than lXj at this
stage.)
a.5) Remove t from a;'s pool and assign task s to ai'
If b): Not a) and (3p)[ajcpcr' and M;(aj);£ M;(P)], tben do b.l} tbrough
b.4) below, in order.
b.l) Set ~rl = (~g U f(x,D) I x E AJl U f(x,O) I [xEAt and
(Alndomain(p» ~ ¢ and aj has higher priority than ak]~ ).
b.2} In order of priorities. move each marker ctk such that
Atcdomain(rpg+l) to the a+l least free numbers. Remove all injury tags
from the markers just moved.
b.3) Place injury tags (a,..t) on all markers al.: such that
Alcdomain(p-~:+I» :I ¢. (Then a.l: has higher priority that Cl.j at this
stage.)
b.4) Remove t from a;'s pool and assign task s to Cl.t-
End stage s.
End Program e.
We employ the following
LEMMA 5.2.
Each task is completed before some stage.
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Froo! of Lem7TlrL 5.2. We proceed by induction on task priorities. Task -no the
highest priority task. is assigned to (XI' If aj never moves, then task n is com-
pleted before stage O. Suppose a1 moves for the first time during stage s. Since
there are no higher priority tasks al receives attention at stage s and no injury
tags (al.-n) are placed at stage s. Therefore -n cannot appear in lXI'S pool
after stage s, and so task -n is completed before stage 5+1.
Suppose inductively that all tasks with priority higher than t are completed
before slate So. If task t is never assigned to any marker or it is assigned to a
marker which moves only finitely often, then task t 'NUl trivially be completed
before some stage. Suppose that task t is assigned to a marker aj which moves
infinitely often. Choose the least stage SI~50 such that t is in a;'s task pool at
the beginning of stage 51. If no such 51 exists, then task t is completed before
stage So. Pick the least stage 52~5l such that aj moves during stage 52_ Since
all higher priority tasks are completed before stage 50, aj requires and receives
attention at stage 52. Hence, t is removed from a;'s pool during stage 5"2. Sup-
pose by way of contradiction that t is placed in aj's task pool during some stage
past 52. Let 53 be the least such stage. The reentry of t into a;'s pool must be
by step a.2) in stage 53 since 53 >l. Therefore, the marker a.!: receiving atten-
tion at stage 53 has an (ai,t) injury tag. That injury tag was placed on a.!: at
some stage prior to 52+ 1 when a.!: had priority t' higher than priority t. (x.!: did
not move d~ing stages 52, ... ,5S-1, as otherwise the injury tag would have been
removed prior to stage 5S. Therefore, ak had priority at least as high as t' upon
entry into stage ss, and rJ..k moved during stage 53' Therefore, some I.ask 'with
priority at least as high as that of task t' was not completed before stage s3'
contradicting the choice of so.
•
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We continue with the proof of Theorem 5.1. By steps a.t} and b.t} of the
~
construction, domain(ljOo) is eofinitc. Clearly. if x¢'domain(ljOo) then (:3j) 0v'
s)[x EAt]. Then card(domain(N-¥'o»;:5n(a+l). Let A be the set of markers 0.1
such that (9"5 )[Al"::::Al+1]. Let t be the lowest priority task assigned to any
marker in A. By Lemma 5.2 all tasks t' with priority at least as high as tare
completed before some stage; hence, after this stage each marker in A has
higher priority than any marker not in A. Choose stage s such that ('vaj E A)
(\ilXl;JZ'A)(\is'~S) [A/::::Aj' and (Xj has higher priority than ak at stage 5']. Set f=
(ipout (x,D) I a:j E Aandx EA1D. Clearly. f is a recursive functio:l. Since
f(O)=e, a program which computes an n(a+l}-variant of f ,f E Sr.(.:I.+l)' We
complete the theorem by proving that! ¢EXC. (Mj )
Case (1). a; E A. Hence. but finitely many distinct tasks are assigned to Ct.j.
Let t be the lowest priority task ever assigned"to fX;. By Lemma 5.2 choose stage
s so large that CI.; does not move during or past stage s and all tasks v,'ith prior-
ity higher that t are completed before stage s. Hence. Ct.; -does not require
attention at or past stage s. Choose stage s '~s such that for each marker a); if
max(AI)<min(Aj) and marker !Xl.: moves during or after stage s. then ak's first
move during or after stage s is before stage s·. Then. arC!. If there were a p
such that a1'CpC! andM;(p);z!M,(ar) then ai would eventually require attention
at or past stage s'. Therefore. MjU) converges to 111; (a1'). a program which fails
to computef on any argument inAj'. Hence. f ¢EXC.(Mj ).
Case (2). cx; ¢ A. By Lemma 5.2 each of the infinitely many distinct tasks
assigned to CXj is eventually completed. Suppose task t, assigned to ai' is com-
pleted before a stage s+l but no earlier. Then fX; has priority t and receives
attention at stage s. Either there is an x EAf such that ~J[.(l7n(x) converges to, ,
o 'f ~Il'(:Z:)=f(x) or there is a p such that ajcp;;;;'-r andMj(p);z!Mj(aj). We claim
that oj (or p if applicable) is contained in f. Any x E domain(aj-rpg+l) is
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marked by some (Xl; which was given an (ajll) injury tag during step a.4) or b.4)
of stage s. If aj is not contained in f. then at some stage S '>5. !Po (x) was
defined to be 1¥ aj(x). Under these circumstances O:l; would injure cxf restoring
t to ai'S pool by step a.2} of stage 5'. This contradicts the choice of s. Hence.
afef. Suppose Mi(f) converges to q. Then infinitely many tasks assigned to ai
are completed by forcing ~e(x) to converge:/- Ij9q(x) which also converges, for
some x temporarily marked by aj' Hence f ¢ EX' (Mf ). This completes the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
Remark, A simplier. more typical. priority scheme may be used in the case
n=2. Tbe following modification of the previous construction will suffic.e in the
case where there are only two markers. Replace the use of tasks and injury tags
by a marker queue. Priority is determined by proximity to the front of the
queue. At the end of each stage the marker receiving attention (if any) is placed
at the rear of the queue. All other aspects of the construction remain
unchanged. Clearly, since only two markers are employed. the priorit.y queue
scheme ensures that. if both markers move infinitely often. then each marker
makes infinitely many moves when it is at the front of the queue. However. when
three markers are employed. one of them may move infinitely often without ever
being at the front of the queue. Here is an example. Suppose lX'1oC(2 and C(3 are
on the priority queue in that order. If first lX'2 receives attention. then air then
CJ:2 again. then 0::3; then the initial queue configuration is attained. ]f the previous
sequence of moves is repeated infinitely often. then C(2 moves infinitely often





(EX, - U C(m.EX"»;,¢.
m>O
.oN
PTOOf, Let S =fJ I~!(o)='fl. Clearly. S E EX,. By Theorem 5.1. (V aEN) {V n E
(N- ~On) [Sn(a.+1). a subset of S, is nol contained in C(n,EXa )].
•
Theorem 5.1 is generalized below- in Theorem-5.l. The results of this and previ-
ous sections yield the following characterizations. Note the symmetry of the fo1-
lowing two results.
THEOREM 5.4.
(Vm.nE(N-fol))(Ya.b E(Nul'l)) [C(m.EX")cC(n.EXb) iff m~n andb ='J.
Proof. «=) Immediate by definition 2.8.
(=» We prove the contrapositive. If m>n, then by Theorem 3.1. (C(m.EXa) -
C(n ,EX;))i¢. If b <'. then by Corollary 4.3. EX - C(n.EXb»;'¢.
•
THEORE;l 5.5.
(Vm.nE(N-fol)){Va.b E(Nul'l)) [C(m .EX~)cC(n.EX')iff m~n andb ='].
Proof. «=) "Immediate by Definition 2.8.
(=» We prove the contrapositive. If m>n, then by Theorem 3.6. (C(m,EX;) -
C(n.EX'»;'¢. If b<'. then bj' Corollary 5.3. EX, - C(n.EX'))i¢.
•
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6. Tradeoffs Between Anom.aly Bounds and Number of Machines
Our first theorem in this section sho·ws that one can always trade anomalies
for cover size. As will be Sh01'ffi, the following result is best possible.
THEOREM 6.1.
(YlEN) (Ym.nE(N-!Ol)) [C(n. EX') <: C(n"",. ExU/mJ)].
Proof. Fix l EN and m.nE(N-~Oj). Suppose M is an HM. It suffices to exhibit llMs
Mo. M 11 ...• Mm - 1 uniformly in M such that EX1(M) C EXtVmJ{MD,M 1.... ,Mm - I). For
each j <m, MJ simulates M outputting a patched version of M's most recent con-
jecture. Mj also dovetails the computation of M's most recent conjecture on all
arguments in the domain of the input seen so far. 1IIj then patches in correct
answers for the least jorl/7Td numbers for which M's most recent conjecture has
not yet been discovered to converge correctly. Suppose / E EXl(M). Let
p=M(f). Choose k~lleast such that f/lp =k/. For j<m, M;j(f) will converge iff
j.rl/ml~k.
Choose the largest i <m such that ja[l/ml:ik. Then MjU) converges to a
program which computes / except at (k-j.rl/ml) anomalous inputs.
Case (1). m ..rl/mbk. By the choice of j, (k -j.rl/ml)dl/ml. Therefore.
fEEXI!/71!J(Mj ).
Case (2). Not case (1). Therefore, j=TTL-l and m.[l/TTL1:ik. Since k:il, m
divides l andk=l. Then (k-j.ll/ml) = Il/ml = ~/mJ. Hence. fEE;{l!/mJ(M;) .
•
Recall that a stronger inclusion result holds (Theorem 4.1) ,,-hen trading
machines for mind changes instead of anomalies. We next turn 'our attention. to
determining 1\"hen cover size cannot be traded for anomalies.
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The priority of a task t is t. Priority t 1 is higher than priority t 2 iff t 1 < t 2. The
priority of a marker (Xi is the priority of the highest priority marker in its pool
at the beginning of stage s.
Marker 0.; requires attention al slage s iff
a) (3x E A}')[rfJu.(un(x) converges in 55 steps to uiJ or
, ,
At each stage at most one marker requiring attention 1rill be selected
receive attention. If a,. is selecled to receive attention at stage sand (1,j bas
priority t at 5, then Aj will be placed in domain (9'11) and aj will move during
stage s as part of an attempt to "complete" task t. Under such eircLi.. stances.
t will be replaced by s in ai's pool.
Tasks can conflict with one another. Suppose markers (Xi and a.\; have
respective priorities tj and tl: at stage s ..[here max(Al) < min (Af), aj has
higher priority than a.l: • and al; receives attention. Then Ai C domai7!. (an. At
some later stage, af may require attention. The addition of Ai to domain (111'0')
may cause at to be inconsistent wi.th 111'0' in which case we say aj injured (;(.I:'s
attempt to "complete II task t j at stage s. Task tl,: must then be reassigned to
aJ: . A system of inJ"ury tags is used to determine when a particular task must
be reassigned to some marker. When a marker {Xk ·with priority t receives atlen-
tion at stage s and marker {Xf has the potential to later injure {Xl; (i.~.• (1.j has
higher priority than ak and Aicdomain(al)). then an injury tag «(1./,;. t) is placed
on aj • If at some l~ter stage s. a.; does injure (1..1:. then the tag is removed and
task t is reassigned to ak·
We say a task t is completed before stage s iff either
a) t is never assigned to any marker and t<s, or
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so as to satisfy clauses (1) and (2) below, where'l/t = (CPR - f(x 'Cf'1I (x» I x E AlD.
D (1') = D(1'U!(x .vj) Ix € Am = D (1'U!x.vj+1) Ix € Am.
[A '-A'->v'-v']J - j- i - J'
(1)
(2)
vf is defined as follows. Choose the least stage tj~s such that a.j marks Aj upon
entry into stage t', Select the permutation W1.W2, ...•W(mon)_1 of
i'f tSf1,2, .... (m."lt)-1~ such that (Vi,k)[j<k => max(AJ)<rnin(Aufl; )]. If j = w1_ then
H t"!vi is set = max(f~.'(x) Ix < min(A/)l). then 11; is set =,
satisfies clauses (1) and (2) above. r I the minimum fill of the finite function
CP:, is set = (II': u f(x. vn I(3j)[x E Aj]!). It turns out that
domain(,s) is an initial segment (3)
At even numbered stages below. markers may be moved to least free
numbers and the numbers they previously marked are placed in d07n"in ('Pe) .
At odd numbered stages. least free numbers are placed in domain (iPf'i. Hence,
clause (3) is satisfied. Let crt denote the largest initial segment of.,.s .,;uch that
(domain(crj)nAj) ;; ¢.
Let t range over O-(mm)+1.... ,-2.-1~UN). Initially Ct.j is assigned task
(-(mm)+i). For t~O. task t may be assigned at stage t in the execution of pro-
gram e to at most on~ marker r:xj. For any t, task t assigned to cr.j is the task of
finding an s ~t such that either 0'1 is consistent with lOll ..:.nd ( 3
x e: domain(IO;+1 - 109) [Program Mj(O'J} converges on x;:! ~II(X)] or ( 3
p)[aJ C p ~.,.s andp is consistent with rpc and Mj(O'J) ;:!lifj(P)].













(Vl.m.nEN)[ifmon > I then (C(m. Ex(n-I)') - C((mon)-l. EX(l-I»)) ;'¢]'
Proof· Fixl,m,ne:Nwithmm>1. LetS = ff I ('3i<m)('v'g)[g is the i1r. m-ply.of
f => [DCg) is finite and IOg(mllX(D(g)))= (n-l)l/]]j Clearly, S E C(m,Ex{n-l)!).
Suppose .M I.M2,'" ,M{mon)-l are llMs. It suffices to exhibit an
f E (S-EX{l-1)(M1..M2....•M(mon)_1}). Below we define an r.e. sequence of pro-
grams e. PI(O). PI(I)•.... p,(O). p,(l)..... Pm-I(O). Pm_I(I).... such that at least
one of these programs computes a (n-l)ul - variant of such an f. This sequence
of programs is obtained by implicit use of the operator recursion theorem [4].
Program e employs the anomaly markers and priority queue scheme of
Theorem 5.1. (mm)-l anomaly markers are employed. each marking l con-
secutive numbers we are temporarily trying to keep out of domain (""'1)' The
device of dips on plys from the proof of Theorem 3.1 is also used. The dips are,
however, to values of the form Pi(S). Program'Pi(s} computes apatched version
of rpc based on the first 2s';'1 stages of program e. Programs Pi (s) patch lm-i
values. We proceed to give an informal description of program e.
Begin Program. 12, On input x, successively execute the stages s;S;O described
below unlit (if ever) rpll(X) is defined. rpg denotes the finite amount of rpe deter-
mined prior to stage s. Set cp~ = (f (0,12 HU f(i. Pi (0)) I O<i<m. I). thereby initializ-
ing each m.-ply of cprJ' Program e employs traveling anomaly markers
(Xh(X2,·.·,lX(mon)_l each marking l consecutive integers. The integers marked by
one Ct.; are disjoint from those marked by another. Let j and k range over
~1,2....•(mm)-1~. Aj denotes the set of l consecutive integers marked by Cl.j
upon entry into stage s. SetAl = (m+(j-1)l,m+(j-l)l+1, ....m+(j-l)l+(l-lH.
Clearly these sets are are pairwise disjoint. At any point in the construction a
number is free iff it is neither in domain(rprJ) nor marked by any marker. With
each setAf there is an associated minimumfiU value vf. Each vf will be defined
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b) t is assigned to some ai and (\is'~ s )[Aj' = An, or
c) t is assigned to some exi and t is not in cx,. 's pool at or past stage s.
Stage 25. Stage 25 is the same as stage s from Theorem 5.1 with the fol-
lowing modifications. If no marker requires attention at stage 25 then set
rp;s+l:::; 'Pis, s is replaced every"rhere by 25. 0 is replaced by a}::: and 1 is
replaced by uJs+ 1.
End stage 2s.
Stage 25+1. As will be seen:
(4) For O<i <m a dip to Pi (5 +1) is placed on the n thm_ply of 'Pc iff at least
one of the n..f. highest priority markers at stage 25 moved during
stage 25.
Choose the permutation wl.wz.... 'W{mwn)_l of fl, 2, .... (mm)-l) ~uch that
fv'i ,k )[j <k => CXw . has higher priority than aWl: at stage 25]. Select the,
largest k such that (VJ";;:;k )[A~1 = A~:+I]. Then the k highest priority,
markers at stages 2s did not move during stage 25. Let io:::: lJ~/nJ. Let
v::::l+maX(Tange(T2s +1)U!Pi(S+1) I O<i<mD. Next f/Jo is def..ned on
XO.Xl •...• X2m-l the 2m least free numbers. We have. then
(5)
Set u f(x.,v) lu<m or u
!(xu ,Pi(s+l)) Im:5u<2m and (xu mod m):::: i>ioD. If the nwi. highest
priority markers at stage 2s did not move during stage 25. then
k~n-i andjo"?i. Hence, no dips tOPi(5+1) are placed on the ii." m-plyof
'Pe. On the other hand. if one of n-i highest priority markers did move- in
the previous stage. the k<n-i. i>io.and(x,pi(s+l)) was placed in the graph




End stage 2s+ 1.
End Program e.
We employ the following
LEMMA 6.3.
Each task is completed before some stage.
PTooj of Lemma 6.3. We proceed by induction on task priorities. Task
(-(mm}+l. the highest priority task. is assigned to aI_ If a1 never moves, then
task (-(mm)+l) is completed before stage o. Suppose a1 moves ror the first
time during stage s. Since there are no higher priority tasks ((I receives atten-
tion at stage s and no injury tags (al.(-(m-n)+l» are placed at stage s. There~
fore (-(man)+l) cannot appear in ai's pool after stage 5, and so task
(-(mm)+l) is completed before stage 5+1.
Suppose inductively that all tasks with priority higher than t are completed
before stale so. Jf task t is never assigned to any marker or it is assigned to a
marker which moves only finitely often, then task t will trivially be completed
before some stage. Suppose that task t is assigned to a marker 0.;' ','chich moves
infinitely often. Choose the least stage 51~50 such that t is in o.j' LClsk pool at
the beginning of stage 51' If no such 51 exists, then task t is completed before
stage so- Pick the least stage 52~51 such that a.j moves during stage 52' Since
all higher priority tasks are completed before stage 50,tXj requires and receives
attention at stage 52' Hence, t is removed from cx./s pool during stage 52- Sup-
pose by way of contradiction that t is placed in cx.;'s task pool during some stage
past stage 52_ Let 53 be the least such stage. The reentry of t into (J.[S pool'Tnust
be by step a.2) in stage S3 since S3 >t. Therefore, the marker 0:.1: receiving
attention at stage 5a has an (aj,t) injury tag. That injury tag was placed on 0:.1: at
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some slage prior to 52+ 1 when a/: had priority t' higher than priority t. CK.k did
not move during stages 52,.... 53_10 as otherwise the injury tag would have been
removed prior to stage sa. Therefore, Ct'k had priority at least as high as It upon
entry into stage sa,andcxk moved during stage Sa. Therefore, some task with
priority at least as high as that of task t' was not completed before slage sa.
contradicting the choice of so-
•
We continue with the proof of Theorem 6.2. By (3) and (5) and steps a.l)
and h.i) of the construction. domain(\Oo) is cofinite. We proceed to define the
patched versions of \Oe' Suppose sEN and O<i<m. Let oJ (Xi ''''(Xi . be the n~
l, e. no,
highest priority markers at stage 25':"1. Let ¥;(rpe-f(x.\Oc(x» I (3k)[O<k~n.i
= (vu ( X v?s":'l)1
'J< ( 3
k )[O<k <nvi and x e: Aj~S':"l lD.
Clearly. if x is not in domain(rp(J) then ( 3j) r;-s)[ x e: Al]. Let A be the set
of markers o'j such that 0is )[Aj=AJ+l]. Let t be the lO'wesl priority task
assigned to any marker in A. By Lemma 6.3 all tasks t' with priority at least as
high as t are completed before some stage; bence. after this stage each marker
in A has higher priority than any marker not in A. Choose stage s such that 01
aj e: A) ('VCi.kf!A) (Vs'~s)[Aj=Aj' and o.j has higher priority than (XI;' at stage s'].
Set f =(rpu.uf(x ,vl) I a.j e: A and x E AjD. Clearly, f is a recursive function.
Note that by (1) all the dips along any m-ply of f are also dips along the same
m-ply of f/JrJ' Select the largest i<7Tt such that D (i th m-ply of f) is finite. Such
an i exists since the zeroth m-ply of f is monotone non-decreasing. Let 9
denote the i th m-ply of f. If i ;;: 0, then by (4) there are < n markers ajE A.
For i = 0, D{g) = rp; hence, g(max(D {g)))=f {O);;:e. Therefore, since each Ct.j
marks l integers, Sl)c=(n-lllf. Hence, ifi = 0, fES. SllOpose i>O. By (4) and the
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choice of i. there is an s such tbat"g(max(D(g»)=Pi(S), Again. by (4) and the
choice of i, ian~card(A)~(i+l)m. By (2). rpp,(s)f:.f. Hence. the cardinality of
(N-domain(~p;(,)) ~ «(i+l)n-l)-(ion»l=(n-l)r. Therefore ~p,(,)=(n-l)!f;
hence. f E: S. We complete the theorem by proving that f f!EXI-1(Mj ).
Case(l). aj EA. Hence. but finitely many dislincl tasks are assigned to uf'
Let t be the lov,rest priority task ever assigned to Ct.i' By Lemma 6.3 choose stage
s so large that cr.; does not move during or past stage s and all tasks ,','ith prior-
ity higher that t are completed before stage s. Hence, 01.; does not require
attention at or past stage s. Choose stage s':Z:s such that for each marker aj; if
max(A[)<min(Aj) and marker Ok moves during or after stage s, then O:.I;'S first
move during or after stage s is before stage s'. Then, by (2), arcf. Jf there
were a p such that aj'cpcf and Mj (P)r!Mj (aF) then aj would eventually require
attention at or past stage s'. Therefore, Mj (f) converges to Mj(a;'), a program
which fails to compute f on any argument inAj'. Hence, f fL EX l - I (Mj ).
Case (2). a.j ¢ A. By Lemma 6.3 each of the infinitely many distinct tasks
assigned to (X; is eventually completed. Suppose task t, assigned to CL;, is com-
pleted before a stage s+1 but no earlier. Then a; has priority t and receives
attention at stage s. Either (3x EAj) [rpM.(I7~)(x) converges to VJr'ljOll(X)=j(x))
, ,
or (3p) [ujcpCr and M; CPt:!Mj (a:l')]. We claim that aj (or p if applicable) is con-
tained in f. Any x E domain(aj-rpg+l) is marked by some (:(k which was given an
(ai,t) injury· tag during step a.4) or b.4) of stage s. If aj is not contained in f,
then at some stage S'>S,rpll(X) was defined to be v{+1=vff+1r!v[=aj(x). Under
these circumstances ak would injure aj restoring t to ai'S pool by step a.2) of
stage 5'. This contradicts the choice of s. Hence, alCf. Suppose Mj(j) con-
verges to g. Then infinitely many tasks assigned to a.J are completed by forcing
rpcr(x) to converge i- IjOq (x) which also converges, for some x temporarily
marked by a;·. Eenc-e f !Z' EX' (M;). This completes the proof of Theore:n 6.2.
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•
Theorem 5.1 can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 6.2. We conclude
this section by combining the above results to obtain a comple-te characleriza-
tion of the lradeofIs between cover size and anomal.y bounds for EXa. -
identification. For any a E(NUf"'D. let C(~,Exa) denote U C(n+ l,EXa.).
nEN
THEOREM 6.4.
(Ya,cE(NuI'!-!Oj) (Yb,dE(NU!'j) [C(a,EX') ~ C(c,EXd ) iff [[a~c and b~d] or
[b ;,! , and c = ,] or [a,b ,c ,d EN and c ;'a. (1+ [b/(d+ 1») )]]].
Froo! «=). If [a~c and b~d] lhen clearly C(a,EX') ~ C(c,EXd ). Suppose [b;,!
* and c ;; 11<]. Choose n > 0 such that l b /n 1 $:d. By Theorem 6.1. for any m > O.
C(m,EX') (;; C(m • n,Ex'/n) ~ C(', EXd ). Hence, C(a,EX')~-C(',EXd). Now
suppose that [a,b,c,dEN and c;::;' a- (1+[ b/(d+l) 1)]]. Choose n>O such that
lb /nJ"d, If n > 1, lhen d < lb /(n -1)1 ; lherefore, in any case, n" 1+ lb /(d + l)J.
Hence, a-n':;;;c. By Theorem 6.1, C(a,EXb ) ~ C(a"1l.,EXI2/~) f: C(c,EXd ).
(=» We prove the contrapositive. ]f a>c, then by Theorem 3.1, (C(a,EXO
C(c,EXd »# rp. Suppose. for the remainder of the proof, that a;i=!candb>d. Then
dEN, If b =', lhen S = UUJU) is finite and ~f(m=(D{fIll='fl €EX'. By lhe
proof of Theorem 6.2, with Tn = 1 and n a positive integer, U!D (f) is finite and
';OJ(TIUU:(D({)))~n(d+l)fL a subset of S, is not an element of C(n,EXd ). Hence, SE
(e(a,EX·) - C(c,EXd ». If band c are natural numbers', then so is a. Suppose
further that c<a • (1 + lb/(d+1)J ). Choose the largest n such that
b;'(d+l)(n-l). Since b>d, n > 1. By Theorem 6.2, (C(a,EX(d+I)(n-I» - C«a.n)
- 1, EXd );,! ¢. Since b «d+l)n, n;' 1 + Ib/(d+l)l. Hence, (am) -1 ;'a • (1 +
Ib(/d+l)J) -1 ;'c. Therefore, (C(a,EX') - C(c,EXd»;,! ¢.
"
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Theorem 6.4 implies. for example, that for k,l,m,nEN,
C(m+l,EX')<:C(n+l,EX') iff (n+1)~(m+l)' (1+ 1ic/(l+l)1 ). This latter formula
surprisingly appears in other contexts. PEX~ is defined [5] to be the class of set
S of recursive functions such that some Popperian JIM. EX~ identifies S. In [5] it
is shown that PEX~CPEX~ iff (n+l)~(m+l).(l+!k:/(l+l)J).
7. Conclusions
Program synthesis was modeled as an inductive inference process per-
formed by IlMs. The tradeofIs bel'ween the number of lIMs trying to synthesis a
program and the generality of the criteria used to determine success were
examined. A "critical mass" principle was discovered. Theorems 3.1 and 3.6
indicate that there are sets of functions which cannot be Be identified by any
collection of n llMs.. yel can be infered by n+llIMs with respect to EX inference.
A characterization of the relative power of team Be type synthesis verses EX
type synthesis was given in Theorem 3.9. From Theorem 6.1 we know that the
employment of more 11Ms will guarantee the synthesis of programs with fewer
errors. A characterization of the lradeoffs between the number of 11Ms involved
in the synthesis process and the number of error to be tolerated is given by
Theorem 6.4. Similarly, more lIMs can be used to synthesis a program in a fewer
number of trials (Theorem 4.1). Theorem 4.4 gives the complete characteriza-
tion of the tradeoffs between the number of trials and the number of ll).!s. The
tradeoffs between the number of anomalies and the number of trials is given by
Theorems 2.1, 5.4, and 5.5. The question of characterizing the precise lradeofIs




Some of the results presented above originally appeared in: the author's
doctoral dissertation [21] done under the direction of Dr. J. Case~ to whom we
are indebted for the suggestion of problems and the robol scenario. Financial
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useful program to display the various tradeoff results. Computer lime was sup-
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